
             PSYCHODYNAMIC II: COMPENSATION

FREUD'S (DARWIN'S) “COMPENSATION” 
Although “compensation” and “(over)-reaction formation” are psychological

phenomena, we can still consider their biological-evolutionary backstory... re-using
our example of the sea-gull, it is probable that, in addition to preparing it for flight,
it spreads its wings to make it appear more formidable than it is, irrespective of the
fact that a sea-gull could have no “consciousness” of the fact that is “compensating”
for its lack of size. Indeed, such an absence of “consciousness” might assist the gull's
survival insofar as it protects it against a 'belief' in its “compensation” that, in turn,
may lead it to succumb to a “vicious cycle” of 'belief' (we return to the problem that
confuses the term, “consciousness”, below). And, in the same way that a “reduction”
of repression to neurological “inhibition” oversimplifies Freud's intended meaning, a
“reduction” of compensation and (over)-reaction-formation to neurological “vicious
(+ve feedback) cycling” oversimplifies Freud's intended meaning, because...

(Over)-reaction formation doesn't always spiral out of control... for example,
during times when repression prevents the discharge of any 'hunting libido', our sea-
gull could constructively re-direct some of its 'running libido' towards nest-building.
Then again, if the repression's release is “frustrated & delayed”, nest-building could
'set in' and, in turn, become a preoccupation that undermines instinctual shifts back
to 'hunting' (or 'mating'). Therefore, just as the spreading of its wings is no accurate
meter for how formidable the sea-gull actually is, so the size of its nest is no accurate
meter for how well its 'hunting (and/or mating)' instincts have developed.

The human aspect of reaction formation enters the discussion when our focus
turns to the philosophical puzzle of “consciousness”. Indeed, Freud would eventually
realize that “consciousness” was an oversimplistic term because the repressing 'high'
organ, the superego, is usually no less “unconscious” than the repressed 'low' organ,
the id (see 'Basics'). The example, par excellence, of this is reaction formation i.e. the
individual might be “conscious” of his/her strict moral code but s/he has no idea that
it is formed out of a reaction to his/her immoral “unconscious”... that, in the event of
a “decompensation”, runs hypocritical riot. In other words, we can only say that the
superego is “conscious” when it also knows the 'how' of its construction. Prior to this
knowing, the superego is never more than “aware” (of, say, a moral code).

Now, as Freud noted in the introductory lecture of “Introductory Lectures”,
the scientific & philosophical establishments don't acknowledge the existence of the
“unconscious”, let alone the existence of a distinction between “(true) consciousness”
and “(borderline) awareness”. In fact, Freud would realize that civilization had built
up without ever making this distinction and, as a result, citizens enter psychoanalysis
with the same lack of acknowledgement. If, however, the analysand's ego has already
built up some 'strength', s/he will be able to accept this distinction without too much
“delay & frustration” but, even then, s/he could slip into the limbo of (as Freud says
it) “knowing yet not knowing”. The royal road out of this limbo is the interpretation
of the analysand's dreams... although Jung would also 'intuit' that interpretations of
day-dreams would be no less royal, courtesy of the what he called the “transcendent
function”. Because intuition (… err) intuits that it is 'fiery', all this is relevant to...



ASTROLOGERS' (ARCHETYPALISTS') “COMPENSATION”     
Although scientists are keen to describe the circular-spherical phenomena of

the universe, they see no point in thinking about what circularity-sphericality, per se,
might 'mean'. Archetypalists, however, describe the literal-to-symbolic 'point' i.e. the
literal centre of a circle-sphere is also a symbol of the point from where its 'meaning'
is found. And, so, upon occupying the centre of a circle-sphere, the archetypalist will
see that centres symbolize permanence and (usually, rotating) peripheries symbolize
impermanence and, as a Taoist will add, the transforming '(inter)-play' of opposites.

Indeed, Jung-the-archetypalist went on to add to the Taoists... he would teach
his analysands that, if they occupy their (respective) centres, they would see how this
play of opposites can contribute to a 'helical' development and, if they were to find a
way to 'fire up' their (respective) integrative centres, they may even “transcend” this
play of opposites. To take Freud's psychical structure as an example, Jung would see
the 'mating ego' as the novel “third thing” that emerges out of the integration of the
'running superego' that is standing against the 'hunting id'. In turn, the 'mating ego'
is the centre that protects against (±resolves) compensation/overreaction-formation. 

If there is a problem with Jung's intuition being translated into psychological
astrology, it is that, to the novice astrologer, the sign of centrality, Leo, at least in the
geometric sense, is no more central than any of the other signs, including the signs of
peripherality, Capricorn-Aquarius-Pisces. This problem is partly resolved if we look
to the planetary 'rulers'... Leo' 'ruler', the Sun, is the centre of the planetary system
whereas Capricorn-Aquarius-Pisces' rulers, Saturn-Uranus-Neptune, orbit at (near
to) the system's periphery. And, as 'tropical' astrologers will remind us, the central
Sun 'draws' the zodiac; schematically...  

Now, although it is easy to conclude that (with all else in the horoscope being
equal) a Saturn in Capricorn is more likely to succumb to compensation than a Sun
in Leo, what can we say about Sun in Capricorn and Saturn in Leo? This is the kind
of question that brings up the key Freudastrological issue: rotational 'direction'...
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FREUDASTROLOGY'S “COMPENSATION”
Freudastrology goes on to add to both Jung & Taoists... 'helical' development

is symbolized by anti-clockwise rotation. This helps us to answer our question posed
on the prior page (scroll up): because the Sun-Earth axis rotates at 29½x the rate of
Saturn's orbit, Saturn in Leo is more likely to succumb to compensation than Sun in
Capricorn because, by the time that Saturn reaches its first opposition, the Sun will
have had 14¾ experiences of the opposites. Indeed, irrespective of the analysand's &
analyst's natal Sun placements, the transit of the Sun from Capricorn (±the M.C.) to
Leo (±the 5th house) is a key symbol of the analysand-analyst “alliance” that needs to
form over 6 (18, 30, 42...) months so that the analysand-analyst can determine where
healthy defences stop and unhealthy compensations begin. 

The Sun, as it f/Fall's through the left hemisphere, if well “allied”, symbolizes
the 'healing' of compensation's “complexio oppositorum” i.e. overcompensation (e.g.
Klein's “paranoid-schizoid position”) & undercompensation (e.g. Freud's “denial”).
This is a point at which we need to note a (the?) significant historical controversy of
Jungian psychology: does the newborn “selflessly” drift in a sea of “passive identity”
(the “classical” Jungians)? or... does the newborn already have a “self” that engages
the mother (Michael Fordham; the “developmental” Jungians). Given the facts that,
(i) Michael Fordham was schooled in Freud-Kleinian psychology, (ii) Aries (± the 1 st

house) is 'fiery', (iii) the Sun transits from '10', through '1', to '5' in the first year of
life, and (iv) the emissary of the Sun, the Moon, transits from '10', through '1', to '5'
in the first month of life, schematically...  

  ... the Freudastrologer pays serious attention to Fordham's “developmental”
view. Nonetheless, longstanding readers will know of the importance Freudastrology
gives to human neoteny (e.g. “the newborn's psychology rests heavily on gestational
background”) and, so, we don't discount the “classical” view. Indeed, we agree with
“classical” Jungian, James A. Hall, that these two Jungian traditions form their own
“complexio oppositorum”. This is currently relevant because...
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EXAMPLE III
During 2017's winter-(summer) solstice, the Sun crossed into Capricorn and

immediately formed a conjunction with Saturn in Capricorn. The astrologer would
expect that anyone born at this time will experience Saturnian-Capricornian “delay
& frustration” whenever s/he sets about to occupy the (meaningful) centres between
the opposites and, thereafter, sets about to resolve compensations. Freudastrologers
would also expect that, as a newborn, this '5-10-(1)-10' individual to suffer “delay &
frustration” when engaging his/her mother with his/her '1 self' (of course, there will
be other archetypal vectors that could make up for this difficulty). This concern also
applies to the very recent 2/1/2019 Sun-conjunct-Saturn in (now, mid-) Capricorn.

If we roll back one Saturn cycle to the Sun-Saturn conjunctions in Capricorn
of 1988-89, we notice that those who are currently in the throes of their first “Saturn
return” had to also deal with the Sun's conjunction with Uranus (also in Capricorn).
A director who provided an interesting cinematic expression of “compensation, circa
1989”, was born another Saturn cycle (and a bit) prior...      

Although, at first, we might not notice much to compare between our earlier
example, James Ivory, and Spike Lee, it is worth noting that they both run their own
production companies and (courtesy, perhaps, of their shared Saturn in Sagittarius)
they both show a philosophical interest in “social” issues. Nonetheless, if we compare
Spike with older directors, our thoughts first go to Dennis Hopper i.e. just as Dennis
infused (late) '60s cinema with the 'new' music of rebellion, rock, Spike would infuse
(late) '80s cinema with the 'new' music of rebellion, rap, through the movie that he is
best known for, “Do the Right Thing”. Rather than comment on the counter-cultural
movements of the '60s, however, Spike turned his attention to the cultural minorities
of the '80s – African-Americans, Hispanic-Americans, Italian-Americans and Polish-
Americans – and, in doing so, gave some 'air' to “collective compensation”...

First of all, we have the title... arguably, the most superegoic movie title of all
time. If not the most B.F. Skinnerian, behaviouristic title of all time, the word “Do”,
rather than “Think” (or, even, “Say”), at the movie title's beginning drives home the
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fact that movies are different to books i.e. they deal in actions rather than thoughts.
As if to make up for this shortfall in thinking, Spike concludes his film with a pair of
quotes: one, an argument for non-violence penned by Martin Luther King, the other,
an argument for self-defense (= “intelligent”) violence penned by Malcom X. For any
Freudians watching “Do the Right Thing”, however, a quote from Freud's “Totem &
Taboo” would have been the better choice...

Freud took the view that, at some point in the biological-to-cultural evolution
of Homo sapiens, there was a shift from clans being ruled by a dominant male across
to clans being ruled by a group of men who, upon realizing that the strength of many
would always hold sway against the strength of one (or of a few), had overthrown the
dominant male... of course, these 'sons' of the 'gorilla father' would also have needed
to agree that, after the father had been overthrown, there would be no re-instigation
of might-is-right-ism. For evidence, Freud would point to the probable displacement
of the clan's (collective) psyche onto a sacred animal – the clan's “totem” – that, like
a dream symbol, stood for the deposed father. The reason that the animal was not to
be hunted (for most of the year, at least) was that it was more important for the clan
to be reminded of the solemnity of their act than to indiscriminately fill their bellies.
One of the more recent (and for many, 'living') examples is Christ... although, to see
this, one would need to assume a secondary displacement (of the totem animal) onto
bread & wine. If Freud had wanted a very recent 'living' example, he would have to
look no further than the world's current flirtations with democracy...

The plotline of “Do the Right Thing” kicks in when “Buggin Out” (Giancarlo
Esposito) complains to the local 'gorilla father' “Sal” (Danny Aiello) that he needs to
place some pictures of African-American celebrities on the wall of his pizzeria along
with the Italian-Americans... the point being that the great majority of Sal's custom
is African-American. Whether or not Spike meant the pizzeria as a stand in for the
American government, it is a straightforward symbolic line. Given the longstanding
tension between the minorities, it is no surprise that a stand off leads to an eruption
of mob violence. It breaks out partly because the original reaction formation against
the (British) monarchy is too remote from the minorities to 'get' the solemnity of the
act. Violence also breaks out partly because majorities have no mechanism by which
they can spot & correct their own hypocrisy. Violence also breaks out partly because
the West's hero myth no longer resonates. “Do the Right Thing”'s meddling 'inside
man', “Mookie” (Spike), has an (angry) 'wife' and child but still lives with his sister.

Astrologically, 1988-89 was an interesting year... on 18/10/88, Saturn made its
(3rd) conjunction with Uranus in Sagittarius; on 3/3/89, Saturn, having re-entered its
own sign, Capricorn, made a conjunction with Neptune. These transits were relevant
to Spike because they would square his natal Sun-Mercury conjunction. Politically,
of course, 1988-89 was (to put it mildly) an interesting year... Americans would begin
to celebrate their (and, egads, 'God's') victory over communism. To what extent does
'God' care about archetypal-synchronistic symbolic expression? To what extent does
'God' care about, if such a thing exists, archetypal “causation”?

FA's longstanding readers already know that we view democracy as a system
that “does” nothing more than paper over the compensating cracks of the collective
psyche. If compensation lasts for long enough, the collective will introduce itself to... 




